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This study investigated
the effectsof lengthenedtransitionson the perceptionof stop consonants.
In
experiment
I, threecontinuarepresenting
the phoneticcategories
Ida] and [ga]containingtransitions
of
45, 95, or 145 ms were presented
to 20 subjectsfor both labelingand discrimination.
Resultsindicated
that althoughtherewasa significant
changein identification
performance
from95 to 145ms,the shapeof
the functions,and the locusand slopeof the phoneticboundarydid not significantly
vary acrosstransition
lengths.In addition,discrimination
of within-category
stimuluscomparisons
wassignificantly
betterat the
95-mstransitionlengththan at 45 or 145 ms. In experiment
II, the availabilityof acousticinformation
wasinvestigated
furtherwith the adaptation
paradigm.Eightsubjects
labeledthe 45-msseriesbeforeand
after adaptationwith 45-, 95-, and 145-msIda] stimuli.No effectof transitionlengthwasfound.These
resultssuggestthat the slopeand durationof formanttransitions
seemto contributeminimallyto the
perceptionof placeof articulationin stopconsonants.
PACS numbers: 43.70.Dn, 43.70.Ve

INTRODUCTION

cur in speechstimuli, a phonerole(category) identifica-

In the course of research in speech, various paradigms have demonstrated differences in the perception
of consonants and vowels. Among other results is the
finding that stop consonants are generally perceived
more "categorically" than are vowels (Liberman et al.,

1957; Fry et al., 1962; Stevenset al., 1969). In the
ideal case of categorical perception, stimuli varying
in equal steps along an acoustic continuum are percelved as belonging to discrete categories. Discrimination functions for these stimuli show a peak at the

tion is stored in phonetic memory. Because the lowlevel acoustic information extracted from stop consonants deteriorates rapidly, it is generally not available

for discrimination judgments. These judgments must
be based on a comparison of the stored phonetalc labels.
In contrast, since vowel stimuli are not transient, they
remain accessible in auditory short-term

memory.

Discrimination judgments can be based on direct comparisons of the stimuli.

Fujisaki and Kawashima tested this hypothesis with
respect to categorical perception of consonantsin two

phonemeboundaryandtroughs(near-chancediscrimination) within categories. Discrimination can be pre-

ways. First, they showedthat a/wa/-/ra/

dicted from the labeling functions since subjects are

with formant

unable to discriminate stimuli assigned to a single
phonetalc category. On the other hand, more "continuous" perception is attributed to vowels. Hesults of
such studies have shown that vowel perception is characterized by a lack of sharp discontinuities in identification, aed by discrimination that is equally good for all

stimulus comparisons {Studdeft-Kennedyet al., 1970).
The hypothesis originally offered to explain this dichotomy in consonant and vowel perception was that
there are two separate mechanisms used to process
speech, one which uses acoustic attributes of the stimu-

lus .at all stages, and one specially suited to converting
acoustic information from, e.g., a stop consonantinto
a phonetic label. The specialized speech processor was
thought to literally "strip away" the acoustic information from a stimulus in making the identification, so that

such information was no longer available (Liberman•

Martinfly, andTurvey, 1972).

transition

time

constants

continuum,

of 30 ms for F1

and 35 ms for F2, was discriminated more consistently

across stimuli than was a/ba/-/da/continuum with
time constantsof 10 and 15 ms, respectively (Fujisaki
and Kawashima, 1970). Second, they showed, contrary

to their hypothesis,that botha/s/-/•/

anda/sa/-/Ja/

continuum, which contained sustained/ficatire noise
cues as well as formant transitions, were perceived

more categorically than isolated vowels (Fujisaid and
Kawashima, 1969).
With regard to vowel perception, several studies have
shown that manipulation of vowel stimuli can result in

more categoricalperception. Stevens(1968)andSachs
(1969) showed that vowels are perceived more categorically (in the sense that discrimination performance is

not consistentacross all discrimination pairs), in a

CVC context}Sachsproposedthat onefactor mightbe
their relatively short duration. Fujisaki and Kawashima
(1969) reported that synthetic vowel stimuli with dura-

An alternative hypothesis, offered by Fujisaki and

tionsrangingfrom a singleglottalpulseto 10• ms all

Kawashima (196õ), is that the differences attributed to

were perceived categorically. Pisoni (1971), compar-

consonant and vowel perception are due to the intrinsic

ing the responses of a single group of subjects to both
50- and 300-ms vowel continua, found that identification of both continua showed sharp boundaries, but that
the long vowels were discriminated better than the

nature

of the stimuli

and not to the mechanisms

which

presumably process these stimuli. Fujisaki and Kawashims hypothesized that auditory short-term memory
does not retain

transient

cues such as consonantal

for-

mant transitions• and that therefore when such cues oc57
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short. The difference between obtained and predicted
discrimination was also greater for the long vowels.
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TABLE I.

Second mudthird formant onset frequencies for

each stimulus
Stimulus

of the test

No.

1

F2
F3

continua.

2

1715 1700
2975 2800

3

4

5

6

7

1685
2625

1670
2450

1655
2275

1640
2100

1625
1925

The notion that the nature
tion and discrimination
vowels

is a function

of the obtained

functions

for

of the duration

identifica-

consonants
of the critical

and
com-

ponents of the stimuli would seem to predict that, just
as the perception of vowels can be modified by shorten-

ing the duration of the stimuli, the perception of consonants would also be affected by lengthening the duration
of.the formant transitions.
That is, with the increased
duration of formant transitions, stop consonants may be
processed in terms of auditory in addition to phonetic

information.• The perceptualconsequences
for identification might be less discrete category judgments.
For discrimination, on the other hand, performance on
within category discriminations should improve. In
fact, differences in the discrimination of lengthened
transitions have been demonstrated by Tallat and Piercy

(1975) in an investigation of the speechperception of
normal and dysphasic children.
lables

with

either

43-

or 95-ms

that the dysphasics discriminated
but did worse

than normals

They presented CV syltransitions

and found

like normals at 95 ms,

at 43 ms.

These

results

suggest that it is the brief duration of the transitions
rather than their frequency modulation which is the critical factor in the perception of these consonants for the
dysphasic children. In addition, it suggests that changes
in the duration of form ant transitions in stop consonants
may affect the nature of their perception.
It is the object of this experiment to explore the effects of lengthened transitions on the perception of stop
consonants. To this end, both labeling and discrimination ability of subjects will be compared across three
transition lengths.
I.

A.

EXPERIMENT

I

Method

1. Stimuli

We originally attempted to construct stimuli similar

to those described by Tatlat-and Piercy (1975) in which
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the tran.qitions for formants one to three were lengthened.
Pilot work, however, indicated that we were unable to
maintain the stoplike quality of the stimuli with the
lengthened F1 transitions; as transition length increased
beyond 65 ms, the consonants were perceived as glides.
Because we were interested in studying the effects of
lengthened transitions on the perception of place of
articulation in stop consonants, it was imperative that
the manner of articulation be preserved across transition lengths. There were only two ways that we found
which did in fact maintain the stop-quality of the stimuli. The first was the addition of a burst 5-10 ms pre-

ceding the onset of the transitions (see Lisker et al.,
1975, for discussion of stimuli of this type). The second was to keep the F1 transition short, lasting about
25 ms. • Becausethe presence of the burst provided additional place of articulation

information which could be

used by the subject in performing the task, we opted in
this study to use stimuli with no burst and a shortened
Fl. In this way, any differences obtained in either

labeling or discrimination could be attributed only to
the effects of lengthened transitions.

Twenty-one stimuli forming three continuafrom/da/

to/ga/were madeusingtheM.f.T. terminal-analog
speechsynthesizer developedby Klatt (1972). AI! stimuli have their first formant rising piecewise linear over
25 ms from 200 Hz to a steady:state value of 720 Hz.
Second and third formants had onset frequencies as
shown in Table I; steady-state values were 1240 Hz for

F2 and 2500 Hz for F3. Formants 4 and 5 had steadystate values throughout at 3500 and 4500 Hz, respectively. All stimuli were 260 ms long. The three continua
differed only in the lengths of the F2 and F3 consonantal

transitions, whichwere 45-, 95-, or 145-msduration.•
Therefore,

the duration of the steady-state

portions was

215, 165, or 115 ms, respectively. All stimuli were
voiced throughout. The fundamental frequency contour
was characterized by a rise from 100 to 125 Hz over the
first 25 ms of the stimulus followed by a steady contour
for 50 ms and then falling to 100 Hz piecewise linear
from

75 to 25 ms before

the end of the stimulus

to 55 Hz for the last 25 ms.

and then

Figure 1 shows a schema-

tic o! the first stimulus in each continuum. It may be
worth mentioning briefly the subjective quality of these
stimuli. There is no question that the phonetic categories of the end-point stimuli in all three conditions could

be unambiguously and clearly determined.

FIG.

1.

Schematic

in each of the three

However, the

of the first

continua.

stimulus

The con-

tinua varied only in the lengths of the F2
and F3

consonantal

transitions

which

were (a) 45, (b) 95, or (c) 145-ms duration.

0.2

s
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never heard synthetic speech before were given a brief
listening practice to familiarize them with the stimuli,
and all subjects heard the entire continuum at least
twice before they took the labeling test for each transition length.
All subjects were presented the 45-ms transition

length stimuli first, counterbalanced across subjects
for task order Qdentiiication and discrimination). The
presentation of the remaining tests was counterbalanced

for transition length (95 and 145 ms) and task (identification and discrimination) with the limitation that identification and discrimination tasks for a particular transition length were not separated.
For the identification tasks, subjects were instructed

to circle the phoneticcategoryheard, i.e., either [d]
or [g], on the answersheetprovided. They were told
STIMULiJS NUMAR

FIG. 2.

Mes_nperformance on labeling the test continua across

the three transition lengths. The solid lines indicateperformance on the 45-ms transition length stimuli, the dotted lines
the 95-ms stimuli,

and the dashed lines the 14õ-ms stimuli.

to respond to each item and to guess even if unsure.
In the discrimination task, subjects were told that they
would hear four stimuli in two pairs, with three of the
four stimuli being identical. They were asked to circle

on the answer sheet the number of the pair {I or II) containing the two stimuli which were not identical.
4.

Results

lengthened transition stimuli were perceived as somewhat "strange" in the sense that it sounded like someone
was swallowing while the consonant was being released.
Nevertheless, the stimuli were perceived as CV sylla-

The results of performance on the identification task
for the three transition lengths are shown in Fig. 2. A
two-way repeated measures analysis of variance for the

bles.

each transition length showed a significant main effect

A labeling and discrimination tape was constructed
for each transition length. Each labeling test included
the random presentation of ten tokens of each of the
seven stimuli, with an ISI of 4 s. The 4IAX procedure
was used in the discrimination

task.

Each trial

con-

sisted of a block of 4 stimuli, with 200 ms separating
stimuli I and 2, 9-50 ms separating stimuli 2 and 3, and
200 ms separating stimuli 3 and 4. The five 2-step comparisons of the stimulus series, with the additional comparison of stimuli 1 and 6, gave a total of six compari-

sons.s Thetest tapeconsisted
of eightrandomized
presentations of each of the six comparisons, with five
seconds between

each block.

2. Sub/ects

hearing impairments.

Because we were interested in

the effects of leogthened transitions on categorical perception, we eliminated all subjects who were unable to
the 45-ms

stimuli

in terms

of two discrete

cate-

gories. Twenty-five subjects were run; five were eliminated from this group because they did not meet the
selection
3.

for transitionlength(F½2,s8)
= 6.92, p< 0.01) stimulus
number(F½6.1•,)
= 326.22, p< 0. 001)anda nonsignificant
interaction between transition length and stimulus num-

ber (F(•.2z8)= 1.53, p> 0. 05). Thus, although
performance differed across transition lengths, the overall
shape ot the functions remained similar. Subsequentt
tests based on the analysis of variance error term indicated that the main effect for transition length was due
solely to a difference in performance between the 95-ms
transition length stimuli and the 145-ms transition length
stimuli. This comparison was only marginally signiii-

cant (t= 1. 938, 0. 10, p> 0.05); all other comparisons
did not come close to significance. Further analyses
revealed that neither the locus oi the phonetic boundary
(mean boundary values were 3.04 at 45 ms, 3.13 at 95

ms and 2.84 at 145 ms) nor the slopes of the phonetic

Subjects were native speakers of English associated
with Brown University who had no known speech or

label

numberof [d] responsesat eachstimulusnumberfor

criterion.

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually or in groups no
larger than four in a reasonably quiet room using a

boundary (- 4.95, - 5.42, and - 4.40 for 45, 95, and

145 ms, respectively) varied across transition lengths.
Results of performance on the discrimination tasks
are summarized in Fig. 3. A two-way repeated mea-

sures analysis of variance comparing% correct discrimination of each comparison at each transition length for
each subject revealed a significant main effect for tran-

sitionlengthIF½•.•)=6.06, p< 0. 01) anddiscrimination
comparison
F(,,•6)=23.39, p <0.01) anda significant
interactioneffect (F½8.•s2)=2.00,
p=0.05). Ttests based
on the analysis of variance error term indicated that
95-ms transition length stimuli were better discriminate(t
overall than were the 45 ms transition

RevoxA 77 tape recorder and Koss Pro/4AA headphones (t=2.14, p< 0.05),
set at a comfortable listening level.
J. Pw,
oust. Six:. Am., Vol. 64, No. 1, July 1978

Subjects who had

nificant.

length stimuli

All other comparisons were nonsig-

Further analysis revealed that the main ei-
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stimuli, the overall shape of the functions as welt as the
locus and slope of the phonetic boundaries remained constant across the three transition lengths. Similarly,
for discrimination, the differences across transition
lengths were due exclusively to the 95-ms transition
length stimuli. Thus, they were discriminated overall
better than the 45-ms transition length stimuli. More-

•oo
I
go

over, withincategorycomparisons
at boththe [d]-end
and[g]-endof the continuum
were discriminatedbetter
for the 95-ms stimuli than were the 45-ms stimuli,

and

theywere better at the [g]-endfor the 95-ms stimuli
in comparison to the 145-ms stimuli. In spite of these
differences, comparison of the performance differences between

2o

lO

I 3

2 4

3-5

4-6

5-7

STIMULUS

FIG. 3. Mean performance on the cliserimtnatton task for the
three transition lengths. The solid lines indicate performance
on the 45-ms transition length stimuli, the dotted lines the
95-ms stimuli,

and identification

across

The improvement

feet for discrimination comparison was the result of
comparison stimuli 2-4 and 3-5 being significantly more
discriminable than the other stimulus comparisons.
These results indicate that discrimination comparisons
are easier between than within phonetic categories.
Post-hoe comparisons revealed that the significant interaction between stimulus comparison and transition
length were due to the following comparisons: 95-ms
transitidns

were more discriminable

than 45-ms transi-

tions at stimulus comparison 1-3, 4-6, and 5-7 and
were

more

discriminable

than

145-ms

transitions

at

stimulus comparison 4-6 and 5-7.
Since overall performance in this experiment was extremely good, it is
possible that the significant interaction is due to a ceiling
effect on discrimination of comparisons 2-4 and 3-5.
That is, performance on these comparisons may already
be so high at 45 ms that subjects cannot show much improvement at longer transition lengths. All other comparisons were nonsignificant.
In order to determine whether the improved discrimination

for

95-ms

transition

stimuli

was due to a learn-

ing effect, i.e., all subjects received 95 ms transitions
stimuli after at least one session with synthetic speech,'
we compared the performance of the group that received
the stimuli in the order 45-95-145 ms to the group receiving the order 45-145-95 ms. In both cases, 95-ms
performance was best, then 145 ms, and worst was 45
ms.

Discussion

The results of this study suggest that lengthened transitions minimally affect the perception of stop consonants. In particular, although there was a difference in
performance in the labeling task between 95- and 145-ms
J. Acoust.Soc. Am., Vol. 64, No. 1, July 1978

performance

at

However, counter to this theory, there was no difference in discrimination

and the dashed lines the 145-ms stimuli

in discrimination

95 ms is consistent with the hypothesis that duration of
critical components of the speech signal affects the nature of the perceptual processing of speech stimuli.

or between

B.

discrimination

the three transitions reveals no tendency for either
identification functions or discriminations to systematically change as transition length increased or for differences in identification or discrimination performance
to relate in any systematic way.

95-

between 45- and 145-ms

and 145-ms

stimuli.

This

failure

stimuli
to show

systematic improvement across the three transition
lengths may be due to the "poorer" quality of the stimuli

at 145 ms (see p. 3), or it may reflect the limiting conditions for the optimal duration of transition lengths;
namely, facilitation of discrimination performance for
speechlike stimuli may be a function of certain critical
durations.

The results obtained in this study are similar to those

foundby Mandiet and Dechovitz (1977). In their study,
they used transition lengths of 30 ms for FI and 30 or

135 ms for F2 and F3 in two [ba]-[da]-[ga] continua.
No significant differences were found for either labeling
or discrimination.
Like them, we found no differences

betweenthe short (45 ms) and longest duration (145-ms)
stimuli. All of the differences obtained in the present
study are due to the 95-ms duration stimuli.
The finding that discrimination

was better at 95 ms

than at 45 ms is in agreement with Tallal and Piercy's
results with dysphasic children.
that the stimuli

Thus, despite the fact

used in these two studies

differed

in the

duration of the F1 transitions, the lengthening of the
higher formants seemed to enhance discrimination ability. Nevertheless, as our results showed, although discrimination ability improved between 45 and 95 ms,
there was no significant change in identification performance. across these two transition lengths. Thus, it is
not clear that an improvement in discriminating stimuli
with lengthened transitions necessarily implies an ability
to label or use them normally. In fact, in a study of the
identification

and discrimination

of a voice-onset

time

continuum in adult aphasics {Blumstein et al., 1976), a
partial dissociation was found between labeling and discrimination ability. In particular, normal labeling performance depended upon an ability to discriminate,
whereas discrimination ability did not necessarily entail
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normal labeling. The results of this studywith aphasics
suggestthat discrimination ability may be a necessary
but not a sufficientprerequisitefor identification, and
may, in addition, set the boundary conditionsuponwhich
linguistic categories are ultimately defined.
Finally, the fact that the effects of transition length
have minimal effects on the perception of a place of
articulation continuum suggests that the slope and duration of the higher form ant transitions do not significantly contribute to place of articulation identification. The
cues used for such identification may depend upon the

relevant distinction in the adapting stimulus, even if
that component is not the cue in the continuum.

On the other hand, Diem (1975) showedthat an adapting stimulus without formant transitions, in which place
is cued by burst alone, will adapt a test continuum without bursts, in which place is cued by formant transitions

alone. Pisoni and Tash (1975), attempting to reconcile

Bailey's and Diehl's results, have suggestedthat the
adapting stimulus and member(s) of the test series
sharing the relevant feature must have similar spectra
for adaptation to occur. In fact, Blumstein, Stevens,

man at al., 1967) or alternatively uponthe shape of the

and Nigro (1977) have shownthat the presence of fullcue spectral information (i.e., burst and transition)

acoustic spectrum at stimulus onset (Blumstein and

in an adapting stimulus produces a greater adaptation

locus and direction

of the formant transitions

(Liber-

Stevens, 1976; Stevensand Blumstein, 1976). Length-

effect than a partial-cue stimulus (transitions only)

ening of the transitions in this study affected neither the
onset frequencies and direction of the formants, nor the

despite the fact that the test continuum contained only
transitions

and no burst.

test stimuli,
EXPERIMENT
The results

I!

of the identification

results

indicate

the

importance of spectral similarity between adapting and

shape of the acoustic spectrum at stimulus onset.
II.

These

and dis'erimination

experiments, which showed significant but not systematic effects of transition length, do not clearly establish

and perhaps more importantly the depe[,-

dence of the adaptation effect upon the degree to which
the adapting stimulus contains the acoustic properties
relevant to a particular phonetic category rather than
simply to an isomorphism between adapting and test
stimuli.

the role of transition length in affecting the nature of
the perception of a place of articulation continuum. The
discrimination task, which by its design is more sensi-

All of these studies measuring cross-series adaptation effects have used phonetically equivalent stimuli
varying in either syllable structure, stimulus structure

tive to acoustic

(i.e., presence versus absenceof bursts or transitions)
or a particular stimulus attribute (e.g., moving vs iixed

differences

than is the identification

task, resulted in better within-category discrimination
at 95 ms, indicating that auditory information is more
available at longer transition lengths. Therefore we
decided to investigate further the effect of transition
length by using another paradigm that seems to be sensitive to the acoustic attributes of speech stimuli, i.e.,
selective adaptation. Selective adaptation involves a
comparison of identification performance on a test
continuum before and after repeated presentation of a
particular adapting stimulus. This comparison usually
reveals a shift in the phonetic boundary on the continuum towards the category of the adapting stimulus.

Early adaptation experiments {Eimas and Cotbit,
1973; Cooper and Blumstein, 1974) showedthat when
the adapting stimulus belongs to a different phonetic
category from that of the test continuum, the adaptation

effect is about 50%-80% of that obtainedwhen the adapting stimulus is a member of the test continuum.

In con-

trast, studies investigating effects of adaptation when the
adapting stimulus is a member of the same phonetic
category but is not acoustically equivalent to the contin-

uum stimuli have shownvaried results (cf. Cooper,
1974; Morse, Kaas, and Turdienicz, 1976; Ades, 1974;
Pisoni and Tash, 1975; Bailey, 1973; Diehi, 1975;
Blumstein, Stevens, and Nigro, 1977). Several of these
studies investigated adaptation effects on a place of
articulation continuum. Bailey (1973) foundthat an
adapting stimulus in which place was cued by F2 with
no F3 present adapted a test continuum in which F2 was

fixed and F3 varied, but that an adapting stimulus with
fixed F2 and moving F3 would not adapt a test continuum with no F3. These results suggest that the test
continuum must contain the component that cues the
J. Aco•st. Soc. Am., VoL 64, No. 1, July 1978

transitions).

In this study we have maintained all of

these characteristics while varying an acoustic component of a cue to place of articulation, i.e., transition
length. It might be expected that an adapting stimulus

with a different transition length from the test continuum would give less adaptation than a stimulus from the
continuum.

However,

the spectral similarity

at stimu-

lus onset for those stimuli varying only in transition
length and the similarity between identification functions
obtained in the first experiment, might lead us to expect little or no difference

in the amount of adaptation

obtained across transition length.
A.
1.

Method
Stimuli

The adaptingstimuliwere theNo. 1 Ida] stimulifrom
each of the three continua used in the first experiment,

with F2 and F3 transition lengths of 45, 95, or 145 ms.
Presentations of the adapting stimuli were separated by
300 ms of silence.

The identification

test used in all

experiments was the same as that used in the 45-ms
transition length task in the first experiment.

2. Subjects
l•.ight subjects who could identify the 45-ms continuum reliably were paid to participate in the experiment;

seven of these had participated in the previous experiment.

3.

Procedure

Subjects were run four at a time in three 1-h sessions.

Sessions were separated by at least 24 h. All stimuli
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As in the previous experiment,

subjects

were required to classify the stimulusas either [d] or
[g] andto record their answersby writing the appropriate initial consonant on the answer sheet provided.
Following the baseline series,
were

obtained

for

the same

test

identification functions
series

after

selective

adaptation with one of the three adapting stimuli. For
haft of the subjects, the order of presentation of the
adapting stimuli was 45, 95, and 145 ms; for the other
half, the order was reversed. The adaptation test began with the repeated presentation of the adapting stimulus for 3 min. Subjects then listened to five practice
stimuli from the idenfification series which they were
I

2

3

4

s

6

7

asked to label.

Immediately

following this initial peri-

od, 14 adaptation trials were administered.

Or• each

trial S's listened to the adapting stimulus for 1 rain followed by five randomly selected stimuli from the test

10

series.

4.

Results

Mean identification functions for all eight subjects in
the three adapting and baseline conditions are seen in
Fig. 4. Boundary values were computed for each subject using the procedures outlined earlier.
A two-way

analysis of variance (transition length by adaptation condition) with repeated measures indicated a significant
main effect for adaptation condition (F(1, 7)=75.65, p
< 0.01), a nonsignificantmain effect for transition length

(F < 1), anda nonsignificant
interactionof transition
I

2

3
STIMULUS

4

5

6

7

NUMII•R

length and adaptationcondition(F< 1). Subsequentt
tests based on the analysis of variance error term indicated significant adaptation in all adapting conditions.

For 45 ms, /(7)=48.9, p<0.01; [or 95 ms, t(7)=49.24,
p<0.01; for 145 ms, /(7)=60.12, p<.0.01.

B.

Discussion

The results of this experiment

indicate that the dura-

tion of the F2 and F3 transitions

does not seem

to be a

factor in the perception of the place of articulation distinction, at least as measured by the adaptation paradigm. The different transition lengths of the three
adapting stimuli used did not affect the amount of adapta-

tion obtained. It is interesting that the adapting stimulus

taken from the test contin/ramgave no more adaptation
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

than the two stimuli

series.

which

were

taken

from

In most studies, the cross-series

the other

effect has

FIG. 4. Mean performance on labeling the 45-ms transition

been shown to be quite sensitive to nonphonemicacoustic

test continuumbefore and after adaptationwith the No. I ida!

differences between adapting stimulus and test continuum. However, the results of this study suggest that

stimuli from each of the continua, with transition lengths of
(a) 45, (b) 95, and (c) 145 ms.

were presented on a Revox A77 and a Sony TC-360 tape
recorder via four sets of Koss Pro 4-AA headphones.
Intensities of adapting and test stimuli were calibrated
at 70 dB SPL using a Ballantine voltmeter.

In each session, a baseline function was obtained for
each subject, prior to the presentation of the adaptation
J. Ac(mst.Soc. Am., VoL 64, No. 1, July 1978

the size of the adaptation effect does not depend on
point-by-poin• acoustic isomorphism of adapting and test
stimuli when nonphonemic variation of transition Iength
is introduced in the adapting stimuli. The results also
suggest that, although transitions seem to serve as primary cues to place of articulation, the slope and duration of transitions

contribute

little

information

to this

phonetic dimension. In fact, recent research has suggested that invariant cues for place of articulation in stop
consonants are derivable from the overall shape of the
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spectrum at stimulus onset (Fant, 1960; Blumstein and

63

called range effect for any set of stimuli, we h•ve attempted

Stevens, 1976; Stevensand Blumstein, 1976, 1977).

to choose several

The spectrumshapefor [d] is characterizedby a diffuse
upwardslopingspreadof energy,in contrastto [g],

have perceptual effects in distinguishing clssses of speech
sounds (cf. Liberman, Deistire, GetstraSh, •d Cooper,

stimulus

values

which have been shown to

1956).

which has a compact midfrequency spectral peak. In
the present study, although the slope and duration of
F2 and F3 of the adapting stimuli change across the
three transition lengths, the onset frequencies are
identical and the overall shapes of the spectrum at onset
are virtually the same. Owing to the near-identity of
these spectral cues for the adapting stimuli, one might
expect to find no differences in adaptation effects.

2The145-mstransitionlengthwaschosenbecauseit was a
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the two e•periments conductedin this
study indicate that F2 and F3 transition length has little
systematic effect on the perception of the place of articulation dimension. In experiment I, performance on the
identification task was significantly different only between the 05- and 145-ms transition length series. Experiment I also showed that within-category stimulus
pairs with 95-ms transitions are discriminated significantly better than those with 45- and 145-ms transitions.
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